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Morgan Stanley Investment Management (MSIM) has tapped into alternative investment 

technology from iCapital Network to help automate operations for its menu of private funds. 

As part of the agreement, MSIM has joined UBS and BlackRock in making a strategic investment 

in iCapital. 

MSIM will use the iCapital technology to streamline operations in its private fund business, 

according to information from the firms. 

“While we continue to see increasing interest from the high-net-worth investor base for our industry 

leading alternative products, the procedural hurdles that often come with private investments have 

contributed to the group’s broad under allocation to the space,” said an MSIM spokeswoman in a 

statement. 

“We believe iCapital’s platform can allow us to better engage individual investors and those who 

serve them, both through improved connectivity and by streamlining and automating aspects of our 

private fund operations.” 

In the future, iCapital may also evaluate adding some private funds from MSIM to its turnkey 

platform which features a tailored menu of alternative investments for advisors. 

“We hope to have the chance to not only help them with all of their products, but also [to have the 

opportunity] to put many of their products on our platform as well,” says Lawrence Calcano, CEO 

of iCapital Network. 

Morgan Stanley’s wealth management division has had an existing relationship with iCapital, that 

stems back to iCapital’s 2016 acquisition of the HedgeFocus platform from Credit Suisse, which 

had been used by some Morgan Stanley advisors. 

UBS Wealth Management Americas also recently teamed up with iCapital to rework its technology 

infrastructure, announcing earlier this month that it would use the technology to simplify its process 

of connecting its advisors with alternative investments such as private equity and hedge funds. 

And before that, BlackRock last year also made a strategic investment in iCapital, and has also 

leveraged the firm’s alternative investment technology. 

http://fundfire.com/search/search/advanced?referrer_module=companyTag&q=%22Credit+Suisse%22


Adding more relationships with firms like Morgan Stanley and UBS also helps iCapital build up its 

turnkey platform, by attracting more high-quality managers, and extend its reach in the 

independent channel, Calcano explains. 

“Our expanding and partnering with the general partner side is really helping what the independent 

part of our network is looking for, which is access to great managers,” Calcano says. 

iCapital will use the funding raised from Morgan Stanley, UBS and BlackRock to continue to invest 

in building up its platform, Calcano says. 

“We continue to look at ways to improve our offering, expanding the number of products we have 

to our client base,” Calcano says. 

BlackRock, for its part has made other previous partnerships to ease distribution of its illiquid 

alternatives to advisors. In early 2016, BlackRock had partnered up with Artivest, to simplify 

delivery of private infrastructure, and other investment products, to the advisor market, as reported. 

Nuveen last year also partnered with Artivest, for help building a custom portal for delivering 

private equity, private debt, real estate, infrastructure, timber and agriculture funds from TIAA and 

Nuveen to financial advisors, as reported by FundFire Alts. 

Other firms, such as CAIS, have also developed similar offerings. Regional brokerage Baird earlier 

this year partnered with CAIS to provide its 3,4000 advisors access to a menu of alternative 

investments, including single-manager hedge fund strategies, as reported. 

This comes at a time when many alternative asset management firms have been looking for ways 

to boost distribution in the financial advisor market. 

While most alternative assets are still owned by institutions, nearly half of managers surveyed 

by Cerulli Associates, 47%, said the retail advisor-sold channel was their most important 

distribution target for alts products due to the perceived opportunity for significant asset growth. 

While alternative investment platforms like iCapital, Artivest or CAIS may encourage advisor 

adoption of alternatives by alleviating some of the operational complexities and solving some of the 

“sticking points” with private alternative investing, the industry still has more work to do around 

advisor education, says Jeff Strange, managing director of U.S. research at Strategic Insight, a 

strategic consulting firm. 

“You take away a lot of the reluctance that’s just due to the operational complexity, but I think you 

still struggle with obviously account sizes and client sizes, but beyond that [advisors still have 

questions on] how do you use it in a portfolio,” Strange says. “There needs to continue to be more 

of an educational component on how to use it if you really want it to spread throughout the advisor 

community.” 
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